


樂旺

In order to break the traditional design techniques of the sales center, get rid of complicated shapes and decorative materials, and

simply change the three primary colors of Le Corbusier and create the rhythm of the overall spatial color. This space is a commercial

space opened by two households. Therefore, wood, cloth, and recyclable metals that have the least environmental pollution are used

as building materials, in order to restore the space with the lowest amount of garbage after the sale is completed or continue to be a

space for commercial use.



樂旺

Flannel stretch cloth is used on the outside of

the counter, and the semicircular shape echoes

the lines of the back cabinet and the

semicircular shape of the countertop. The

countertop is made of light gray plain artificial

stone, which will show a metallic luster under

the baptism of light. The back cabinet is

decorated with rhythmic metal strip frames. In

the middle section, the texture is presented by

the metal beauty board, and the chandelier is

used to increase the layering of the counter

area and echo the curved shape of the counter.



樂旺

A simple square frame is made at the opening

of the wall and jumps out of the purple-red

wall in yellow to distinguish the reception

area and the sales area. The floor plank

adopts a checkerboard configuration, as if

entering Alice's afternoon tea party.



樂旺

The sales area

Each group of sales desks are separated

by metal screens, each independent but

speaking the same vocabulary.



樂旺

The symmetrical arc-shaped standing lamp

is like a blooming flower immersed in a blue

ocean.

The sales area



設計手法 樂旺

The arc-shaped metal screen with flannel

stretched cloth can prevent children from

being injured.

The sales area



樂旺

Arcs, lines, flannel, metal, and colors are 

our common language.

The sales area
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Red enthusiasm, blue stability and

yellow laughter are the greatest

welcome gifts for visitors.

The sales area



樂旺

The sales area

、

Waiting to have afternoon tea with

Alice, March Rabbit and the Mad

Hatter.




